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Binding of actin filaments to charged lipid monolayers: Film
balance experiments combined with neutron reflectivity
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Abstract. The binding of polymerised actin—a prototype of semi-flexible macromolecule—to lipid mono-
layers is studied by neutron reflectivity to deduce the average thickness, the interfacial roughness and
the polymer volume fraction of the adsorbed film. Electrostatic interaction between actin filaments (F-
actin) and the lipid monolayer is mediated through a cationic lipid (1,2-dimyristoyl-3-trimethylammonium-
propane, DMTAP). The adsorbed F-actin forms a monolayer with an average thickness of 69 to 84 Å,
depending on the ionic strength of the buffer and surface charge density of the monolayer. The volume
fraction of F-actin in the adsorbed layer can be as high as 0.29. The thickness and high volume fraction of
the actin layer suggest that actin filaments lie flat on the surface and form nematic ordering. The binding-
unbinding equilibrium of F-actin is controlled by the ionic strength and exhibits a strong hysteresis. In
contrast to the results obtained for filamentous actin, monomeric actin (G-actin) shows no detectable
binding to the positively charged lipid layers.

PACS. 61.12.Ha Neutron reflectometry – 68.55.Jk Structure and morphology; thickness

1 Introduction

F-actin is a large and filamentous semi-flexible macro-
molecule that is often closely connected to cell membranes.
A prominent example is the envelope of eukaryotic cells
which is a stratified shell composed of a lipid-protein bi-
layer and a thin shell formed by densely packed and cross-
linked actin filaments. These filaments are coupled to the
inner leaflet of the bilayer by various coupling proteins
also called actin-binding proteins [1,2]. Another example
is the densely packed actin-spectrin network of the inner
ear cell, which appears to be responsible for the electrome-
chanical oscillatory behaviour of the cells [3]. The elastic
properties of the composite shell depend critically on the
coupling strength between the two subshells. In general,
the coupling is mediated by various families of coupling
proteins, which can bind to integral membrane proteins,
such as talin in the case of integrin [4]. A more exotic
actin-membrane connector is hisactophilin (found in Dic-
tyostelium cells) which can link the actin filaments directly
to lipid leaflets through a hydrophobic anchor in combina-
tion with electrostatic forces. This mode of coupling was
first demonstrated by neutron reflectivity studies [5].

In the present study, we have investigated the di-
rect coupling of actin to lipid monolayers by electrostatic
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forces. This work was motivated by two aims: to de-
sign in vitro models of the composite cell membranes for
systematic studies of the viscoelastic properties of such
stratified soft shells, and to further explore the applica-
tion of neutron reflectivity as a tool to study protein-
lipid interactions and protein recognition processes at bio-
functionalised surfaces [5–9].

We have studied the electrostatic binding of mono-
meric and polymerised actin to positively charged
monolayers composed of the neutral phospholipid
1,2-dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) and the
cationic lipid 1,2-dimyristoyl-3-trimethylammonium-
propane (DMTAP) as an example of direct actin-
membrane interaction. At a pH of 7.4, each actin
monomer bears an excess of four negative charges
(pIactin = 5.6), and the binding of actin filaments can
be mediated by the interaction with positively charged
monolayers. Changing the DMTAP/DMPC molar ra-
tio can easily vary the surface charge density of the
monolayers.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Buffers and lipids

Two specific buffers were prepared according to the stud-
ied actin form (G = globular, F = filamentous). G-buffer
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of pH 7.4 (2mM Tris-HCl, 1mM ATP) and F-buffer of
pH 7.4 (2mM Tris-HCl, 1mM ATP, 2mM MgCl2, and
KCl from 0 to 1M) were prepared in Millipore water for
fluorescence film balance experiments and in D2O for neu-
tron reflectivity experiments. Heavy water (99.9%D) was
from Euriso-top (Saclay, France).

DMPC (1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine)
and DMTAP (1,2-dimyristoyl-3-trimethylammonium pro-
pane) were products of Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster,
AL, USA). They were dissolved in pure chloroform
and in 9/1 chloroform/methanol mixtures, respectively.
Head group labelled Texas Red-DPPE (1,2-dipalmitoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) was from Molecular
Probes (Leiden, Netherlands).

2.2 Actin purification

Actin was prepared according to the method of Pardee
and Spudich [10], from acetone powder obtained from rab-
bit back muscle, with an additional gel filtration step as
described by MacLean-Fletcher and Pollard [11]. The lat-
ter step is essential to remove residual cross-linked poly-
mers [12]. Polymerising activity of the purified actin was
tested by falling ball viscosimetry. Its concentration was
determined from absorption, using a coefficient of 0.63
(0.1%, 290 nm). G-actin was lyophilised in G-buffer in
the presence of sucrose (2mg/mg protein) and stored at
−20 ◦C. Prior to use, the lyophilised actin was dissolved
in pure water, centrifuged for 2 h at 20 000 g (4 ◦C) and
dialysed against G-buffer. For the neutron reflectivity ex-
periments, all steps after freeze-drying were performed in
D2O. In this way, change in the scattering length density
of the subphase due to injection of light water was avoided.
The scattering length density of the subphase was there-
fore controlled and could be kept constant over several
hours by use of a completely closed trough.

2.3 Polymerisation of G-actin

Two distinct procedures have been used to polymerise G-
actin. In the first one, actin was polymerised in F-buffer
on ice overnight and then injected in the trough. In the
second one (in situ polymerisation), G-actin was injected
as monomer in the trough filled with F-buffer (polymeri-
sation at 20 ◦C). Injection of F- or G-actin was always
preceded by the compression of the lipid layer to avoid
unspecific adsorption and denaturation at the air-buffer
interface. In a few experiments, polymerised F-actin was
stabilised by phalloidin (Sigma, Germany). For the flu-
orescence microscopy experiments, actin was covalently
labelled with NBD-Cl or Rhodamine-NHS (both from
Molecular Probes) according to Detmers et al. [13] and
Okabe and Hirokawa [14], respectively.

2.4 Neutron reflectivity

The physical principle and the applications of neutron re-
flectivity of soft interfaces have been reviewed by Rus-
sell [15] and by Penfold and Thomas [16]. The optical

laws of reflection and refraction at interfaces apply also
to neutrons. In the absence of absorption, the refractive
index for neutrons of wavelength λ is given by

n = 1− λ2ρc
2π

, (1)

where ρc is the coherent scattering length density of the
material. Using a polychromatic beam of cold neutrons
impinging on a surface at fixed grazing angle of incidence
θ, total reflection of the beam is observed for any wave-
length larger than the critical wavelength λc, defined by

λc = θ

(
π

ρc

)1/2

. (2)

In the time of flight technique applied here, the surface
is illuminated by a pulsed neutron beam of broad band
pass (3–25 Å) at a fixed incident angle. Reflected neutrons
exhibit a delay, which is a function of their velocity. The
time of flight of a neutron is the time elapsed between its
emission at the position of the chopper and its detection.
The wavelength is obtained according to

λ =
ht

mL
, (3)

where h is Planck’s constant, t the time of flight, m the
neutron mass and L the chopper-to-detector distance.

The reflectivity, R, is the ratio of the intensity of the
specularly reflected beam (Ir) and that of the incident
beam (Ii). For a sharp and structureless interface (Fresnel)
where the refractive index varies as a step-like function at
the transition from one medium to the other, R is given
by

R(λ) = 1, for λ > λc, (4a)

and

R(λ) =
[
1− [1− (λ/λc)2]1/2

1 + [1− (λ/λc)2]1/2

]2
, for λ < λc. (4b)

In the presence of a laterally homogeneous thin film inter-
calated between two infinite half-spaces, the reflectivity is
expressed as [17]

R(λ) =
r212 + r223 + 2r12r23 cos(2β)
1 + r212r

2
23 + 2r12r23 cos(2β)

, (5)

where rij the Fresnel coefficient at the ij interface and β
are defined as

rij =
ni sin θi − nj sin θj

ni sin θi + nj sin θj
, (6)

and

β =
2π
λ
n2d2 sin θ2. (7)

The subscripts refer to air (1), the interfacial layer (2)
and the substrate (3). d2 is the thickness of the layer. This
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Table 1. Molecular weight, density, molecular volume and scattering length density of the compounds used in this study.

Compound M
(
g ·mol−1

)
d

(
g · cm−3

)
V

(
Å3

)
ρ

(×106 Å−2
)

Water H2O 18 0.998 30 −0.56
Heavy water D2O (99.9%D) 20 1.105 30 6.36

DMPC C36H72O8NP 677 1.03 1094 0.28

DMTAP C34H68O4N 554 0.94 980 0.04

DMPC head (dry) –C10H18O8NP 311 1.54 335 1.79

DMTAP head (dry) –C8H14O4N 188 1.68 221 1.80

DMPC/TAP tails –C26H54 366 0.80 759 −0.38
Actin C1848H2914O563N492P20 41644 1.38 50105 1.86

Actin/D2O
a C1848H2485D429O563N492P20 42073 1.40 50105 2.93

a Accounting for an exchange of 79.5% of labile hydrogen (23).

approach can be extended without too much difficulty to
three or four discrete layers. In general, when the profile
varies not abruptly but smoothly at the interface, a usual
method for calculating the reflectivity is to divide the in-
terface into a finite number of uniform and discrete layers,
and to calculate the Fresnel reflectivity at each interface.
In this case, one can apply the matrix formalism used in
conventional optics to calculate the reflectivity of multi-
layers where the elements of each layer are represented in
a matrix form [17]. Multiplication of all the matrices re-
sults in a final two-by-two matrix, the elements of which
describe the resulting reflectivity.

In the present study, we used protonated lipids with
scattering length densities close to that of air, so that the
contrast of the lipid film could be completely matched.
The reflectivity of the lipid monolayer spread on a D2O
subphase in the absence of actin could not be distin-
guished, in the accessible q-range, from the reflectivity of
the D2O subphase alone. Both reflectivities were perfectly
fitted by a single Fresnel curve. Matching the lipid con-
trast to the air allowed to use a single layer model for the
analysis of the grafted actin filaments, thus reducing dras-
tically the number of adjustable parameters in the fits.
Consequently, the thickness of the adsorbed actin layer,
the surface roughness and the volume fraction could be
determined with high precision.

2.5 Neutron reflectivity set-up

The intensity distribution of the specularly reflected neu-
tron beam was measured on time-of-flight instruments
DESIR and EROS at the Orphée reactor (Laboratoire
Léon Brillouin, Centre d’Études de Saclay, France). The
characteristics of these two instruments can be found else-
where [18]. For this experiment, a small teflon trough
(80× 40× 4mm3, V = 13ml) was installed in the sample
position. The trough was enclosed in a thermostated alu-
minium box equipped with quartz windows. A platinum
Wilhelmy plate was used to control the surface tension
of the buffer prior to spreading of the lipid and to mon-
itor the surface pressure of the monolayer. The desired

pressure was adjusted by spreading appropriate aliquots
of lipid solution at constant area.

Typical durations of data acquisitions were 6 hours on
DESIR and 2 hours on EROS. Shorter acquisition times
were also used to check time-dependent effects such as
adsorption kinetics. When no time dependence of the re-
flected signal was observed the successive runs were added
together to improve the statistics.

After TOF analysis and normalisation to the inci-
dent beam intensity, a constant background was sub-
tracted from to the reflectivity data. Pure D2O was used
to determine the precise incident angle, θ, and the an-
gular resolution, ∆θ, as well as the surface roughness σ.
The reflectivity is denoted R(qz), where qz, the scatter-
ing vector normal to the reflecting surface, is given by
qz = (4π/λ) sin θ. The exact angle of incidence θ de-
termined were 1.538 degrees on DESIR, 1.752 degrees on
EROS and∆θ/θ were 0.05 and 0.07, respectively. A rough-
ness of 3 Å was used in the calculation. We checked that
the scattering length density and the background were the
same for D2O buffers and pure D2O. For concentrated KCl
buffers the scattering length density of the subphase was
corrected by using the scattering length of KCl and tab-
ulated densities of concentrated KCl solutions [19]. This
correction gave a good agreement between the calculated
Fresnel reflectivity and the experimental curve.

2.6 Scattering length densities

The scattering length densities of the compounds have
been calculated according to their chemical structures and
densities (Tab. 1). The actin density was calculated from
the primary sequence of rabbit skeletal muscle α-actin [20]
leading to a molecular weight of 41640, and from the par-
tial specific volumes of amino acid residues [21]. Atomic
scattering lengths were taken from Sears [22]. The rate
of labile hydrogen exchange of actin was calculated ac-
cording to a contrast variation experiment by Mendelson
and Timmins [23]. The match point obtained at 41.2%
D2O (v/v) corresponds to a deuteration of 79.5% of all
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exchangeable hydrogens. In the calculation of the surface
excess of F-actin, we have used this result to account for
the partial exchange of hydrogen with the solvent. The
scattering length density in D2O is 2.93 × 10−6 Å−2 in-
stead of 3.18 × 10−6 Å−2 for a theoretical exchange of
100%. The scattering length density of DMTAP given as
comparison in Figure 1 shows that this lipid is naturally
matched to the air under its fully protonated form.

2.7 Calculation of actin surface excess

Analysis of reflectivity curves gives the mean scattering
length density (ρ) and the thickness (L) of the actin
layer. The two roughness parameters account for inhomo-
geneities at the boundaries of the layer. In solution, and
for any D2O composition of the buffer the actin scattering
length density may be calculated according to

ρactin = 1.86× 10−6 +∆ρΦD2O, (8)

∆ρ being the scattering length density difference between
actin in H2O and in D2O, and ΦD2O the volume fraction
of D2O in the buffer. In dilute protein solutions, the effect
of hydrogen exchange on the scattering length density of
the solvent can be neglected.

In a layer of adsorbed filaments the mean scattering
length density is defined by

〈ρlayer〉 = ρbufferΦbuffer + ρactinΦactin, (9)

with

Φactin = 1− Φbuffer. (10)

From (9) and (10), the volume fraction of actin in the layer
is calculated according to

Φactin =
ρbuffer − 〈ρlayer〉
ρbuffer − ρactin

, (11)

where 〈ρlayer〉 is the only fitted parameter, the other scat-
tering length densities being known or resulting from the
sample preparation. Finally, the amount of adsorbed actin
is obtained by integrating the concentration profile, giving
for a single step function:

Γactin = ΦactindactinL. (12)

2.8 Film balance and fluorescence microscope

The set-up consists of a Zeiss epifluorescence microscope
(Axiovert) equipped with filter sets for NBD and Rho-
damin/Texas Red fluorescence, an Olympus LWD CD-
Plan 40× objective and a Zeiss HBO100 light source [24–
26]. The microscope is mounted on an x-y-z transla-
tion stage above a Langmuir trough. Images of the flu-
orescence microscope objective were projected on a SIT-
camera (Hamamatsu C2400) connected to a SVHS video
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Fig. 1. Adsorption kinetics of F-actin (a) and G-actin (b) at
the air-water interface. The method of in situ polymerization
was used in the case of F-actin.

display. Fluorescence emission spectra and intensities were
recorded by an attached spectrometer. The surface pres-
sure of the monolayers was measured with a Wilhelmy
plate calibrated by comparison with the lateral pressure
of the gel-to-liquid crystalline phase transition of pure
arachidic acid at 20 ◦C (24.5mN/m). Proteins were added
to the subphase through an injection hole in the teflon
trough. The temperature was controlled by Peltier ele-
ments below the trough (±0.2 ◦C). By mounting the fluo-
rescence microscope on a motorised x-y-z translation stage
the surface can be scanned in the plane of the monolayer
by moving the objective in the x and y directions. The
z-translation of the microscope is used to scan the fluo-
rescence along the normal of the monolayer. In this way,
the distribution of fluorescently labelled proteins at the
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interface and in the bulk (fluorescence intensity profiles)
can be measured by recording the fluorescence intensity as
a function of z. The x, y and z resolutions obtained with
this set-up make it very complementary to the technique
of specular neutron reflectivity.

3 Results

3.1 Adsorption kinetics of G- and F-actin at the
air-water interface

We investigated the time-dependent adsorption of actin at
the air-water interface and the saturation behaviour of the
adsorption process by film balance experiments (Fig. 1).
A solution of G-actin was injected in the trough contain-
ing a non-polymerising (G-) or polymerising (F-) buffer.
The formation of the adsorbed film was followed by the
pressure increase. The kinetics of monomeric and poly-
merised actin are very different. Filamentous (F-) actin
adsorbs much faster than globular (G-) actin at the air-
water interface. The time required to reach the equilib-
rium surface pressure is one hour in the case of F-actin
and more than 10 hours for G-actin. But the adsorption
process of both forms of actin also shows common fea-
tures. Firstly, they exhibit a two-step adsorption kinetic:
A fast adsorption step completed after several minutes
followed by a second one, much slower. In this second pro-
cess, the equilibrium is reached within one hour (F-actin)
and several hours (G-actin). The second common feature
is the equilibrium pressure of the two protein layers, which
is very close: 17.5mN/m for G-actin and 18.4mN/m for
F-actin. These values can be considered as the spreading
pressure of the protein in the two states. The shoulder
observed above 10mN/m a few minutes after injection is
reproducible and is attributed to the beginning of the de-
naturation of the protein exposed to the air. The slow
increase in pressure observed for G-actin is attributed to
the aggregation of denatured G-actin, which was observed
previously by rheological measurements.

3.2 Adsorption of F-actin to neutral DMPC
monolayers

3.2.1 Film balance experiments

The adsorption kinetic of F-actin formed by in situ poly-
merisation at the DMPC-buffer interface is shown in Fig-
ure 2 for various initial surface pressures of the monolayer.
The initial pressure of the film was adjusted to the desired
value and the experiment was performed at constant area.
After the relaxation of the monolayer had been completed
(0.5 to 1mN/m), the protein was injected and the pressure
was recorded until saturation was observed.

In the presence of a lipid monolayer only one adsorp-
tion step was observed for all initial surface pressures of
the studied monolayers. This suggests that in the presence
of a lipid monolayer protein denaturation is prevented
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Fig. 2. (a) Adsorption kinetic of F-actin at the DMPC-buffer
interface at various initial DMPC surface pressures by the
method of in situ polymerization. The arrow indicates the in-
jection of G-actin in the trough filled with F-buffer. (b) Spread-
ing pressure of F-actin (◦) and surface pressure increase at
steady state (�) upon adsorption of F-actin at the DMPC-
buffer interface. The pressure increase is calculated from a)
according to ∆Π = ΠDMPC/F-actin − ΠDMP.

even at low surface pressures of a few mN/m. This is in
agreement with previous studies [27].

The increase in surface pressure (∆Π) as a function of
the initial pressure of the DMPC monolayer is shown in
Figure 2. Two distinct regimes are clearly visible: a low-
pressure regime where F-actin adsorbs to the monolayer
leading to a pronounced pressure increase, and a high-
pressure regime where no change in the pressure takes
place. The spreading pressure of F-actin (opened circles)
is given for comparison.

These observations indicate that in the absence of
electrostatic interaction or specific binding between the
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filaments and the monolayer, non-specific adsorption of
actin is inhibited only if the initial pressure of the mono-
layer is much larger than the spreading pressure of the pro-
tein. The surface pressure required to avoid non-specific
adsorption (Π > 26.5mN/m) is significantly higher than
the spreading pressure of F-actin (18.4mN/m). The tran-
sition between the two regimes defines the minimum pres-
sure of the lipid layer required to investigate specific
binding of the filaments. Since the transition pressure
can depend on the actin concentration, it is essential to
know that pressure for the following experiments with the
charged lipid. For this reason all binding experiments were
performed at the same actin concentration and well above
the spreading pressure of actin, typically between 30 and
35mN/m.

3.2.2 Neutron reflectivity

Neutron reflectivity experiments with neutral DMPC
monolayers showed that upon injection of actin filaments,
a slight deviation from the lipid reflectivity was observed.
The decrease of the reflectivity is consistent with a hydro-
gen enrichment at the interface due to the replacement
of D2O molecules by protonated actin filaments, but this
deviation is too low to be reliably fitted and to obtain
quantitative structural data.

3.3 Binding of F-actin to positively charged
monolayers

3.3.1 Reflectivity from buffer and DMTAP monolayer
matched to air

Table 1 shows that the mean scattering length density of
DMTAP (0.04×10−6 Å−2) is very close to that of air. The
size of the small headgroup consisting of a quaternary am-
monium group is below the resolution of the instrument.
Thus, in the accessible qz range, the DMTAP layer is per-
fectly matched to air. This simplifies the data analysis by
reducing the number of parameters to be fitted. The re-
flectivity curves obtained with the D2O F-buffer and a
DMTAP monolayer compressed to 35mN/m are given in
Figure 3. The buffer and the lipid reflectivity are, as ex-
pected, in very good agreement with the Fresnel curve.

3.3.2 Reflectivity from F-actin adsorbed to DMTAP layers

Reflectivity experiments have been performed using a pro-
tonated DMTAP layer matched to the air and spread
on a D2O buffer. Figure 4 shows the reflectivity curves
(R(qz) · qz

4 = f(qz) plots) obtained for actin layers bound
to the DMTAP monolayer on a D2O buffer in the presence
of an interfacial film. This representation enhances the de-
viation to the qz

−4 decay due to the sharp interface. The
curves correspond to increasing salt concentrations: 0, 10,
50 and 150mM KCl. The lipid layer was compressed to
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Fig. 3. Reflectivity curves of pure D2O F-buffer (a) and in
the presence of a DMTAP layer matched to the air at Π =
35mN/m (b). The solid line is the Fresnel curve calculated
with a scattering length density ρ = 6.36 × 10−6 Å−2 and a
roughness r = 3 Å. The angle of incidence (1.752◦) and the
beam divergence (∆θ/θ = 0.07) are taken into account in the
calculation.

35mN/m before the injection of actin, which was poly-
merised in situ. Results obtained with the two different
procedures are given in Table 2. The F-actin surface ex-
cesses have been calculated by integrating the step-like
density profile according to equation (12). The values re-
ported in Table 2 show that with increasing ionic strength
the thickness of the layer increases while the actin volume
fraction decreases. In the range 0–150mM KCl, the effect
of these structural changes on the surface excess (Γ ) is a
decrease from 2.5 to 2.1mg/m2 in the in situ polymeri-
sation, while the decrease observed with pre-polymerised
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Fig. 4. Reflectivity curves (R(qz) · qz
4 = f(qz) plots) of F-actin layers bound to fully charged monolayers (100% DMTAP) at

various salt concentrations. The solid lines are the best fits using a single-layer step profile and the dash lines the respective
Fresnel curves accounting for the salt concentration (KCl) of the buffer.

filaments is less pronounced. The decrease in actin volume
fraction in the layer with no significant change of Γ can be
interpreted as a relaxation of the bound actin upon salt
addition. A significant inhibition of the actin binding is
observed at 1MKCl.

3.3.3 Unbinding of the filaments by salt addition

We have investigated the unbinding of actin by adding
salt to the subphase after an F-actin layer had been ad-
sorbed in a low ionic strength buffer (2mM Tris, 1mM
ATP). After measuring the reflectivity of the adsorbed
protein layer, the KCl concentration in the subphase was
increased by injection of a concentrated KCl solution. The
reflectivity was recorded after each injection. The sur-
face excesses obtained from the two experiments i) in-
hibition of adsorption due to the presence of KCl, and
ii) unbinding of adsorbed filaments by addition of KCl,
are plotted in Figure 5. The two different methods of con-
trolling the electrostatic adsorption of actin to cationic
lipid layers show a strong hysteresis. A high salt concen-
tration (1M) is required to observe a significant unbind-
ing of the filaments (0.6mg/m2) adsorbed at low ionic

strength (2.5mg/m2). In contrast, when the salt is present
before binding of the filaments, there is a significant in-
hibitory effect by 10mM KCl on the adsorption of actin
(1.3mg/m2). In the adsorption-inhibition experiment, a
concentration of 150mM KCl reduces the surface excess
to the same value as 1M KCl added in the unbinding ex-
periment (0.7mg/m2). However, even at this high ionic
strength, there are still filaments bound to the interface.

3.3.4 Effect of the surface charge density of the monolayer
on actin adsorption

The effect of the monolayer surface charge density on the
adsorption of F-actin has been investigated by diluting
the charged lipid with neutral DMPC. The surface charge
density was varied from pure DMTAP to mixtures con-
taining 10 and 1mol% of cationic lipid. The results are
given in Table 3. At high surface pressures correspond-
ing to a solid phase, the area per charge is in the range
40–50 Å−2 for the pure DMTAP layer and 4000–5000 Å2

for the 1% DMTAP monolayer. Considering the actin sur-
face excess and a net charge of −4 per actin monomer at
pH 7.4, we have calculated the ratio of charges per unit
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Table 2. Comparison of the structure of F-actin layers bound according to the two different procedures, 1) in situ polymerisation,
and 2) overnight pre-polymerisation on ice. The scattering length density of the layer (ρ), the thickness (L) and the two
roughnesses (r1 and r2) are the fitted parameters. The volume fraction of actin in the layer (Φ) and the surface excess (Γ ) are
calculated according to equations (11) and (12), respectively.

Method
KCl ρ L r1 r2 Φactin Γactin

(mM)
(×106 Å−2

)
(Å) (Å) (Å) (mg/m2)

1

0 5.34 69 5 < 1 0.26 2.5

150 5.46 74 8 < 1 0.23 2.3

500 5.56 79 2 4 0.19 2.1

1000 5.85 63 3 < 1 0.08 0.7

2

0 5.45 66 < 1 < 1 0.21 1.9

150 5.41 71 < 1 < 1 0.21 2.0

500 5.55 84 < 1 < 1 0.15 1.8

3

2

1

0

Γ  
(m

g
/m

2
)

1.00.80.60.40.20.0

KCl (M)

Fig. 5. Surface excess of F-actin bound to fully charged
DMTAP layers as a function of salt concentration in the buffer.
Open circles correspond to the unbinding of the filaments
induced by successive injections of concentrated salt in the
trough (unbinding experiment). Filled circles correspond to
separate binding experiments started at various salt concen-
trations (inhibition experiment).

area in the lipid layer and in the bound protein layer. This
ratio indicates whether the monolayer bears an excess of
(+) charges relative to the protein layer. From Table 3, it
is interesting to note that as long as the monolayer bears
an excess of charges (100% and 10% of DMTAP), the vol-
ume fraction of actin in the layer and the total amount
of adsorbed actin do not change. With 1% of DMTAP
in the monolayer, the charge ratio becomes inferior to 1,
and the volume fraction and adsorbed amount of actin
drop significantly from 0.26 to 0.14, and from 2.5mg/m2

to 1.5mg/m2, respectively. The thickness of the layer in-
creases from 69 to 78 Å upon dilution of the charges by
a factor 100, indicating a weaker interaction between the

filaments and the monolayer. This effect is very similar to
the screening of the electrostatic interaction by salt.

3.3.5 Depletion of G-actin from positively charged
monolayers

Except in the presence of depolymerisation inhibitors such
as phalloidin, F-actin solutions contain a non-negligible
amount of free G-actin monomers in equilibrium with the
filaments [28]. The so-called treadmilling process of poly-
merisation is responsible for this equilibrium. In order to
show that the thin layers observed by neutron reflectivity
consist of actin filaments and not of adsorbed monomers,
we investigated the adsorption of monomeric actin in G-
buffer. In these conditions, no deviation from the Fres-
nel curve was observed. The fluorescence film balance ex-
periments with NBD-labelled G-actin gave the same re-
sult. The behaviour of NBD-G-actin was evaluated by
recording the fluorescence intensity while the objective
was moved in the vertical direction. This method can de-
tect very low surface excesses of labelled compounds. With
its high sensitivity but poor resolution in the direction nor-
mal to the interface, the scanning fluorescence technique is
an attractive and most complementary method to neutron
reflectivity.

As previously with F-actin, the experiment was per-
formed at pH 7.4 where actin bears a net charge of
−4/monomer, and at the isoelectrical point of actin (5.7).
Figure 6 shows fluorescence images of the lipid layer la-
belled with Texas Red-DPPE and that of NBD-labelled
actin. The lipid layer consisted of a mixture of DMPC
and DMTAP (80/20mol/mol) labelled with 0.1% Texas
Red-DPPE. The fluorescence images correspond to: A) the
background intensity in the absence of lipid and protein,
B) the lipid layer in the fluid state at Π = 0.5mN/m
(same image at the two pH); C) the lipid fluorescence dur-
ing the compression step at pH 7.5 and Π = 14mN/m,
characterised by the appearance of crystalline domains;
D) same layer at rest after injection of NBD-G-actin,
Π = 21mN/m, E) lipid layer fluorescence at rest and
pH 5.7 (Π = 20mN/m) after injection of NBD-G-actin;
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Table 3. Effect of the lipid surface charge density and of the lipid/actin charge ratio on the structure and surface excess of
adsorbed actin.

DMTAP Area/Chargea L Φactin Γactin Area/Actin monomer Monolayer charge excessb

(mol%)
(
Å2

)
(Å) (%v)

(
mg/m2

) (
Å2

)
100 40 69 0.26 2.5 2800 17.5

10 400 71 0.26 2.5 2800 1.7

1 4000 78 0.14 1.5 4600 0.3

a Assuming an average area of 40 Å2 per lipid.
b (DMTAP charge density)/(actin charge density) assuming 1 charge per lipid head and 4 charges/actinmonomer.

A B C

D E F
t 

Fig. 6. Fluorescence micrographs of the lipid monolayer (DMPC/DMTAP: 80/20) labelled with 0.1% Texas Red-DPPE and
of G-actin labelled with NBD. A) background intensity in the absence of lipid and protein, B) Texas Red fluorescence of a lipid
layer in the fluid state at Π = 0.5mN/m and pH 7.4; C) same layer during compression at Π = 14mN/m; D) same layer at rest
(Π = 21mN/m) after injection of NBD-G-actin, E) lipid layer fluorescence at rest and pH 5.7 (Π = 20mN/m) after injection of
NBD-G-actin; F) NBD fluorescence at pH 5.7 adjusted at the focus (z = 0) with the Texas Red fluorescence of the lipid layer.
In the case of image F it is impossible to focus on the interface, due to the high background fluorescence of the protein in the
subphase. The same over-illuminated picture due to the intense subphase fluorescence was observed at the two pH.

and F) NBD-actin fluorescence at pH 5.7 adjusted at the
focus (z = 0) with the Texas Red fluorescence from the
lipid layer. The unfocussed image 6F is due to the high
background fluorescence of the protein in the subphase.
The same over-illuminated picture due to the intense sub-
phase fluorescence was observed at both pH. The inten-
sity profiles corresponding to images D, E and F (plus
that measured at pH 7.5, micrograph not shown) are
given in Figure 7. The z-scans correspond to the adsorp-
tion at pH 7.5 (a) and at the isoelectrical point (b). At
both pH, the lipid fluorescence can be fitted by a single

Lorentzian as expected for a thin labelled interfacial layer
[24]. The actin fluorescence has been fitted by an Arctan-
gent function, which describes the intensity profile when
the labelled species is depleted from the interface [24,25].
The absence of any additional fluorescence peak at the z-
position of the interface indicates that there is no binding
of actin monomer at the interface.

The addition of phalloidin is a common method to
prevent the dissociation of monomers from the polymer
chain at actin concentrations below the critical monomer
concentration [29]. Comparison of results obtained with
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unstabilised and phalloidin-stabilised actin filaments did
not show any significant differences. Taken together, these
results indicate that no actin in its monomeric form ad-
sorbs to the positively charged lipid layer.

4 Discussion

We have used two different methods to bind actin fil-
aments to charged lipid layers: prepolymerised and in
situ polymerised filaments. The neutron reflectivity results
confirm that both methods are reliable and give similar
results. However, as previously evidenced by Taylor and
Taylor [29], we have obtained more dense layers using the
in situ polymerisation of G-actin (Tab. 2). The polymeri-
sation of actin in the subphase yields a better packing
than the injection of pre-polymerised filaments. This was
verified for several salt concentrations ranging from 0 to
500mM KCl. Since the in situ procedure is rather simple
compared to the overnight pre-polymerisation, we have
applied it in these experiments. The fact that monomeric
G-actin polymerises in the trough and adsorbs at the same
time does not affect the final state of the bound F-actin
layer. But it is clear from the experiments done in G-
buffer that actin has to be in the form of polymerised fil-
aments to adsorb to positively charged monolayers. This
is in contradiction with the results of Laliberte and Gic-
quaud [30] who observed a polymerisation on positively
charged vesicles (phosphatidylcholine and stearylamine
90/10), although the experiments were done in depoly-
merising buffer. However, our results are consistent with
those of Taylor and Taylor who observed that quaternary
ammonium surfactants are better promoter of 2-D crystal
growth than stearylamine.

The formation of F-actin paracrystals on positively
charged vesicles and monolayers was observed by Rioux
and Gicquaud [31] and Ward et al. [32], respectively. The
results presented here do not show evidence of existence of
paracrystals, but the high filament density, the thickness
of the actin layer and its regularity are in good agreement
with previous results obtained by optical techniques. For
instance, Taylor and Taylor [29] measured a filament spac-
ing in paracrystals of F-actin around 70 Å. In a paracrys-
tal, the spacing of the filaments corresponds to the closest
packing. If one considers that this spacing is related to
the filament diameter, the thickness of the F-actin layer
corresponds to the diameter of a single filament.

In order to propose a model for the adsorbed actin fil-
aments, we have calculated the volume fraction of actin
in a monolayer of perfectly aligned filaments. We take the
layer thickness of 70 Å measured by neutron reflectivity
and fill it with infinite cylinders of cross-section diame-
ter 70 Å. According to the helical structure of F-actin
with 13molecules per 6 turns and a repeat distance of
360 Å [33], one obtains a mass per repeat unit along the fil-
ament axis of 13×41640 = 541320 g ·mol−1 or 9×10−19 g.
According to the density of actin (1.38 g · cm−3), this mass
corresponds to an excluded volume of 6.5× 105 Å3. Con-
sidering the volume of a cylinder with the same length,
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Fig. 7. a) Texas Red and NBD fluorescence intensity profiles
corresponding to images 6D and 6E (isoelectric point, pH 5.7).
b) Same as a) at pH 7.4. In both cases the lipid and protein flu-
orescences are described by an arctan and Lorentzian function,
respectively.

we obtain a volume fraction of actin of 0.47 in the cylin-
der. Stacking the cylinders in a flat monolayer reduces
the volume fraction by a factor π/4 in the layer. The
resulting volume fraction of actin in the layer is then
0.47 × π/4 = 0.37. The highest actin volume fraction we
have measured is 0.29 at low ionic strength. The value
remains below that expected for a perfect packing. With
a filament spacing of 90 Å and a thickness of 70 Å, this
simple nematic packing model gives the experimental vol-
ume fraction of 0.29. This indicates that the high volume
fractions we have measured are consistent with the known
cross-section of the filaments. The measurements of the
volume fraction and thickness of the actin layer can be
used to estimate the filament spacing in the 2D-nematic
phase of filaments.
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Considering the dimensions of G-actin 67×40×37 Å3

[28], a 70 Å thick layer could in principle be obtained with
adsorbed monomers. However, results show that the layers
are constituted of filaments. First of all, the F-actin layer
thickness has been measured between 70 Å (in the ab-
sence of added salt with in situ polymerised filaments) and
84 Å (pre-polymerised filaments after injection of 500mM
KCl). This latter thickness is not compatible with a mono-
layer of actin monomers. Furthermore, neutron reflectivity
and fluorescence microscopy show that G-actin is depleted
from the positively charged layers. Finally, no effect of a
stabilisation by phalloidin has been observed, indicating
that free monomers of G-actin do not compete with fila-
ments for adsorption to the monolayer.

Varying the charge density in the monolayer shows
that the amount of adsorbed actin is related to the excess
of charges at the interface. The binding of actin decreases
when the fraction of charged lipid is reduced below 10%.
Above this value, the surface excess of actin is constant
and corresponds to the maximum filament density in the
presence of excess charges in the monolayer. The electro-
static binding of actin to the lipid layer is attenuated by an
increase in ionic strength. The extent of the attenuation
depends on whether the process is salt-induced unbinding
or inhibition of binding by salt. Thus a strong hysterisis
is observed.

At high pressures it is known that DMTAP/DMPC
mixtures (like many other mixtures of lipids differing in
chain or head group composition) phase separate. This is
true for DMTAP/DMPC mixtures whatever the amount
of DMTAP in the layer. Solid domains from which the
fluorescent probe is excluded, are in coexistence with a
continuous fluid phase (Fig. 6). However, in the particu-
lar contrast studied here, well-defined domains are con-
trast matched to the air and to the continuous phase be-
cause of the very low contrast between the two proto-
nated lipids. The contrast is only related to the scattering
length density difference between TAP and PC heads, the
chains having rigorously the same scattering length den-
sity. There is then no in-plane contrast in the lipid layer.
Furthermore, fluorescence experiments show that there is
no selective binding of F-actin to one of the two phases.
The low roughnesses derived from the fits are an indica-
tion of the smoothness of the layers which is related to
their homogeneity.

5 Conclusion

The most pertinent results of the present work may be
summarised as follows:

1) At low ionic strength, the maximum surface con-
centration of actin adsorbed to cationic lipid layers corre-
sponds to a volume fraction of 0.29. This corresponds to
78% of the theoretical packing of perfectly aligned actin
rods (Φ = 0.37). Since the thickness of the actin film
(∼ 70 Å) agrees well with the filament cross-section di-
ameter, actin filaments are expected to form a parallel
nematic liquid crystal-like array.

2) The thickness of the adsorbed actin film (69–84 Å)
depends on the salt concentration and surface charge
density of the lipid monolayer. Screening the charges by
adding salt to the subphase or reducing the surface charge
density of the monolayer lead to very similar effects. The
actin volume fraction decreases only slightly (from 0.29
to 0.25) by increasing the ionic strength to physiological
concentrations (∼ 150mM) and is only strongly reduced
above 500mM of KCl. The electrostatically controlled
binding-unbinding equilibrium exhibits a pronounced hys-
teresis.

BD is grateful to Prof. E. Sackmann and to his group for their
welcome to the Munich laboratory and to the Alexander von
Humboldt Foundation for financial support under the form of
a grant.
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